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NEW Information
Regarding COVID- 19
During the current COVID- 19 high
transmission
phase,
Chester
County
Government
strongly
urges all visitors (and employees) of
County buildings to wear a face mask,
regardless
of
vaccination status.
Health
screenings
must (continue
to) be completed by every person
who enters a County building.
Per
the
Administrative
Order
recently signed by President Judge Hall,
a mask mandate is currently in place
for everyone appearing at court-related
proceedings and for services in the
Justice Center, and at all District Court
offices.
Effective: January 13, 2022
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Recorder Remarks
Hi Folks,
Happy belated New Year to you and your
families! We hope you enjoyed the previous issue of
Good Deeds and are proud to present our first
issue of the year. It goes without saying that
hopes, fears and expectations are often felt at the
beginning of a new year and this upcoming trip
around the sun is perhaps even more anticipatory
than
most.
Looking
back
on
2021,
we can be proud of how we carried on in a recordbreaking year of recording despite the ongoing grip of
COVID-19. Looking forward, on the other hand,
many economic forecasts seem foreboding, taking
into account recent stock market fluctuations, inflation, overseas tension induced
by the ever perilous Putin, and more. As much as we find some answers, many
questions remain, like will the Federal Reserve raise interest rates, how much
and when? Will we finally see the petering out of this dreaded virus? Will we
soon start experiencing the positive effects of the infrastructure bill
putting our economy on an upward trajectory? The list goes on.
As my friend* has often told me, "Know what you know," meaning we can only
act on information and knowledge that we have on hand. So, let's state the obvious.
The Feds have not raised interest rates from the near 0% that it has been for quite
some time. Their next meeting will be held in March, at which most experts feel that
they will raise the rate at least a 1/4% depending on how hot inflation has been
running. Nothing is written in stone and the Central bank could, of course, act
sooner, but for now they haven't. With this in mind, all experts are advising that
if you haven't refinanced your high-rate mortgage yet, it is time to catch the last
train to savings city. Come this spring, we will be having a totally different
conversation
regarding
refi's,
but,
for now—although
the
opportunities
are
still
present—the
window
is
closing
fast.
As I mentioned in our previous issue, 2021 was a record-breaking year,
consisting of a whopping 102,913 documents recorded. 87% of these documents
were recorded mortgages, mortgage satisfactions and deeds, largely stemming
from a real estate market with its foot on the pedal and refi's driven by historically
low rates. This will not last, and we are fast approaching some type of
adjustment or more significant correction. It is my fervent hope that we can
continue to keep pace and adjust with these market factors. The bottom line is the
more recording, the more revenue collected for the state, county, municipalities and
school districts. Regardless, our team will do what it always does: show up and get the
job done no matter what these crazy times may throw at us.
As always, we thank you, our constituents, for your continued support of our
department. It is an honor to serve you, the public, to the best of our ability. We
welcome any feedback to help improve and successfully continue our mission. Until
our next issue, Stay Well, Stay Safe and Stay Strong. Please note, you can sign up for
future publications on our website if you have received this in forward.
Chris Pielli, Esq.
Recorder of Deeds

*(SPC. Christopher Kowerdovich, U.S. Army, Iraq Veteran & Veteran Activist
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A Record-Breaking Year of Recording
It's 2022! The Recorder of Deeds office wishes you all the good tidings this new year can offer. The real estate and refinance
market boom last year created an unprecedented volume and workload for our department; however, our resilient and
unwavering staff of all-stars worked down to the very last minute of 2021's final business hours to make sure that mission
year 2021 was successfully completed. In our previous issue, we shared some of our year-to-date (YTD) figures through
December 21st. Here are our final totals now that we find ourselves in a new year, eager to see what the next trip around the
sun will bring.

102,913

$7,527,604

Documents Recorded in 2021

Revenue sent to Chester County

2021
Document
Recording
Metrics &
Trends
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Weather Related Closures or Delays
With frequent snowy days and winter weather upon us, Chester
County offices, courts and facilities may open late or even close
on a given day with short notice. This would be posted on
ChesCo.org in a black banner across the top of the website as well as a
Notice on our department's home page. However, you can also sign
up for easy, direct alerts that come right to your phone or email via
Ready ChesCo.
On snow days, we do check RODinfo@chesco.org regularly, so you
can also email any inquiries.

A Veteran Visit: The Whitehall Apartments
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This Friday, January 28th, the Recorder of Deeds will join Senator Katie Muth's office from 9 to 11 AM at the Whitehall
Apartments for its monthly "coffee hour" to offer on-site Military Discharge recording and the processing of County
Veteran ID Discount Cards. Representatives from Senator Muth's office visit the complex regularly to provide services
such as SEPTA passes, handicap placard applications, Veteran Services assistance and more.
The Whitehall Apartments is a veterans' apartment community located in Spring City, Chester County, consisting of 48
modern, affordable housing units for veterans. The development includes a superintendent unit and community
room in the historic Whitehall Inn building, which is integrated into the development and where the Coffee Hour will
be held. In addition to several on-site amenities, the complex also offers a full-time Resident Services Coordinator and
other staff members who can link residents to other community-based support systems. This particular event is only
open to Whitehall Apartment's resident veterans.

A Promotion Announcement

Our part-time General Clerk, Marc Verduci, started at the Recorder of Deeds
last year and is now being promoted to a full-time Recorder, effective January
29th! He has been rocking the Search Room and going above and beyond to
learn every facet of document recording and archival. Due to Marc's hard work and
some recent turnover in staffing, we are thrilled to have this talented team member
on a full-time basis. Congratulations, Marc!

When is a Statement of Value required?
Bubbles
says... "When transferring realty, you usually do
include a Statement of Value, even if you claim an exemption.
Please refer to Statute Title 61 P.A. § 91.112 for further details."
Bubbles the bulldog is the official mascot of the
Recorder of Deeds and best fur friend to Second
Deputy Erin VanRyn. Bubbles has all the
answers to common questions as well as helpful
tips to expedite your recording process without
any major issues. Woof-hoo!
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